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SUMMARY 

The goal of the thesis is to design and implement an information system used to capture, classify 
and store data related to web pages accessed by clients of a mobile Internet service offered by a 
telecommunications company in Poland.  
The data is used to select the most suitable advertisements that may be interesting for the clients. 
The advertisements are integrated into the source code of web pages accessed by the clients.  
The first assumption made regarding the system is a high number of the clients working 
simultaneously. The system was implemented in a distributed way in order to solve scalability 
problems. It was assumed that classification of web pages does not require processing in real time 
and the applications that perform the process can be executed in virtual machines. The virtual 
machines can be deployed based on current resources utilization in the Infrastructure-as-a-Service 
(IaaS) cloud model. 
ICAP protocol based applications (SQUID, GreasySpoon) are used to capture and modify web 
pages. Data storage and classification of web pages are performed by applications which were 
implemented in Java programming language. The OpenNebula toolkit was used to create and 
manage the virtual infrastructure. 
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Prywatna chmura obliczeniowa stworzona z wykorzystaniem  
narzędzia OpenNebula 

 
 
Celem niniejszej pracy dyplomowej jest zaprojektowanie i implementacja systemu informatycznego 
umożliwiającego przechwytywanie, klasyfikowanie i przechowywanie danych dotyczących stron 
internetowych przeglądanych przez klientów usługi mobilnego Internetu. 
Dane gromadzone w systemie są używane w celu stworzenia i powiązania z każdym klientem 
zestawu reklam, który jest zgodny z treścią przeglądanych przez niego stron. Zestaw reklam może 
być dynamicznie dodawany jako element stron internetowych przeglądanych przez klienta.  
System został zaimplementowany w sposób rozproszony. Założono, że klasyfikacja stron 
internetowych jest funkcjonalnością, która może być realizowana za pomocą aplikacji działających 
w środowisku wirtualnych maszyn stworzonym w modelu chmury obliczeniowej Infrastructure-as-
a-Service (IaaS). Maszyny wirtualne będą alokowane na podstawie bieżącego użycia zasobów. 
Aplikacje bazujące na protokole ICAP (SQUID,  GreasySpoon) są używane do przechwytywania i 
modyfikowania zawartości stron internetowych. Przechowywanie danych i kategoryzacja stron 
internetowych są funkcjami realizowanymi przez programy zaimplementowane w języku Java. 
Narzędzie OpenNebula zostało użyte do stworzenia i zarządzania wirtualną infrastrukturą. 
  
 
Słowa kluczowe:  
klasyfikacja dokumentów, obliczenia w chmurze, IaaS, OpenNebula, ICAP 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

The goal of the project is to implement an information system in cooperation with a well-

known telecommunications company. The system will be used to capture and classify web 

pages accessed by clients of a mobile Internet service offered by the company. The data 

related to the web pages is stored and used to find the most interesting categories for each 

client. The system stores text advertisements grouped by categories. A set of the 

advertisements which are adjusted to each client is created and integrated into the HTML 

source code of web pages accessed by him or her so that the system can generate revenue. 

It was assumed that the system should service large numbers of clients, even more 

than 1000,  in real time and provide high level of performance and stability. In order to fulfil 

the requirements significant hardware resources, especially CPU, are required. The trade-off 

between the number of clients and hardware parameters was considered. The conclusion was 

drawn that the system should be implemented in a distributed way. It was assumed that 

classification of web pages does not require real-time processing. This fact motivated to 

execute applications used to classify web pages in virtual machines. The virtual machines can 

be deployed based on current use of available computational resources in the Infrastructure-

as-a-Service (IaaS) private cloud model. An integrated solution to build and manage the cloud 

can be used. The OpenNebula toolkit was chosen for this purpose. 

The second assumption made regarding the project is the system transparency. The 

clients should not experience any influence of the system during accessing web pages. No 

specific modifications should be required on the clients’ workstations in order to provide data 

to the system. 

The document discusses the system design and implementation. Open source tools 

which were used are presented. Concepts and tools related to the cloud computing are 

discussed in more detail. 
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1.2 THESIS STRUCTURE 

The document consists of six chapters. The first chapter briefly presents system objectives 

and discusses online advertising techniques. The second chapter describes the term cloud 

computing and presents concepts related to virtualization. Open source applications and 

protocols used to implement the system are discussed in Chapter 3. The algorithm chosen to 

classify documents called the Naïve Bayes classifier is presented in the chapter. The chapters 

4 and 5 present the system design and implementation respectively. In Chapter 6 conclusions 

drawn from the project and development possibilities are discussed. References to books and 

Internet resources used in the thesis are listed in the last section. 

 

 

1.3 TECHNICAL OVERVIEW 

In order to implement the system open source and free programs were used. The system 

consists of five applications developed in Java programming language. The ActiveMQ [16] 

and jSOUP [17] are components which facilitated the development process. The SQUID [18] 

and GreasySpoon [19] were used to capture and modify HTTP responses. MySQL RDBMS 

[20] was used to create and manage databases used in the system. The test environment was 

implemented by using VMware ESXi [21] and OpenNebula [22] toolkits. Ubuntu 12.04 

Precise Pangolin [23] is the operating system used in virtual machines and hosts where the 

virtual machines were instantiated. The KVM hypervisor [24] was installed on the hosts. 

 

 

1.4 ONLINE ADVERTISING TECHNIQUES 

It was assumed that receiving profits from advertising is an important factor to implement the 

system. The section briefly presents popular advertising techniques [1] which are applicable 

in the Internet. Contextual advertising is discussed in more detail because similar approach is 

used in the system. 

 

 

1.4.1 Online advertising revenue models 

There are three common approaches of receiving profits from displaying advertisements on 
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web pages. They are as follows: 

– affiliate advertising – the owner of a web page is paid sales commission when a visitor 

clicks through a link on the web page to an advertiser's page and makes a purchase, 

– sponsored advertising – the owner of a web page is paid a fee when an advertisement 

is displayed on the web page. The value of the fee is determined by the number of 

visitors of the page. The metric called Cost Per Mile (CPM) is used to calculate how 

much money the owner receives for 1000 visits, 

– contextual advertising – the owner of a web page is paid a fee when a visitor clicks an 

advertisement on the web page. This model of advertising is called Cost Per Click 

(CPC) or Pay Per Click (PPC). The advertisements are relevant to the content of the 

web page on which they are displayed. The contextual advertisements are usually text 

based.  

 

 

1.4.2 Contextual advertising 

It was assumed that visitors prefer advertisements that are relevant to the web page they are 

currently browsing i.e. contextual advertisements. The solution based on a similar concept 

was implemented in the system. 

 

 

Figure 1-1 The way a contextual advertisement systems works (source [1]) 
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A contextual advertising system runs an application called a web crawler or bot. The 

application is used to find keywords that appear on a web page. Advertisements which are the 

most suitable to the keywords are displayed on the web page. The advertisements are usually 

placed in an element called an ad unit. The ad unit can be a piece of HTML code with 

contextual advertisements or a script which is served by an advertising agency. The latter 

method is illustrated in Figure 1-2. The advertising agency is an entity which services 

advertisements in the Internet, for instance Google with AdSense service.  

 

 

 

Figure 1-2 Ad Unit servicing process (source [1]) 

 

 

The way the ad unit looks like on the web page can be modified by the web page 

owner but the advertisements are chosen and served by the agency.  

The system which has to be implemented should work in a similar manner. There are 

two important differences between a contextual advertising system and the solution which is 

going to be implemented. Firstly, the advertisements will be adjusted to visitors (clients) and 

their interests based on the web pages they accessed so far. As a consequence, the 

advertisements will not be explicitly relevant to the currently browsed web page by him or her 

but to categories of web pages accessed so far. Secondly, HTML source code of the web pages 

browsed by the clients will be modified dynamically in real time by injecting a piece of code 

that contains an ad unit with advertisements. The ad units should appear without any 

modifications made by the owners of web pages. 
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CHAPTER 2 CLOUD COMPUTING CONCEPTS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO CLOUD COMPUTING 

According to the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [2] the cloud 

computing is a way of providing network access to a shared pool of computing resources, for 

instance application, services or storage. The resources can be provisioned in an on-demand 

manner and require minimal provider's management effort. 

 

Important concepts related to the cloud computing term are virtualization and abstraction 

[3,4]: 

– virtualization – provides mechanisms to pool and share resources, allows to provision 

and scale the resources on demand in a multi-tenant model, 

– abstraction – details of cloud systems are abstracted from consumers, for instance 

parameters of physical resources and their location are not specified. 

 

The cloud computing is described by five characteristics: 

– on-demand self-service – computing capabilities can be provided to the consumers 

when they are required without interaction with the service's provider, 

– broad network access – computing capabilities are accessible over the network for 

variety of client platforms, for instance laptops, mobile phones and workstations, 

– resource pooling – multiple consumers can use computing resources (a multi-tenant 

model) which can be physical or virtual and dynamically assigned based on 

consumers’ demand. The details related to the resources are not available to the 

consumers, 

– rapid elasticity – computing capabilities can be rapidly scaled outward and inward 

based on consumers’ demand, 

– measured service – resource usage is controlled, monitored, reported by the cloud 

systems and the information is available for the provider and consumers. 

 

The way how cloud solutions can be classified is discussed in the section 2.2. 
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2.2 CLOUD COMPUTING MODELS 

There are two classes of clouds. The first class is based on the service model and the second 

class is based on the deployment model.  

The service model is based on services accessible to consumers on a cloud computing 

platform. The service models are as follows: Sofware as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a 

Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). 

The deployment model informs about the cloud location and its purpose. There are 

following deployment models: public, private, hybrid and community.  

 

 

 

Figure 2-1 Terms related to the cloud computing according to the NIST (source [3]) 

 

 

2.2.1 Service models 

The service models are as follows:  

– Software as a Service – the consumer is able to use applications that run on the 

provider’s cloud infrastructure. The consumer usually uses a web browser to access 

the applications. Google Gmail and Google Docs are examples of applications that run 

in the SaaS model, 

– Platform as a Service – the consumer is provided with operational and development 

environments that enable to develop applications that can be deployed onto the cloud 

infrastructure. Google App Engine is an example of the PaaS cloud model, 
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– Infrastructure as a Service – the consumer is provided with the capability to 

provision computing resources like processing or storage which can be used to install 

operating systems and run applications. Amazon EC2 is an example of the IaaS cloud 

model.  

 

 

2.2.2 Deployment models 

The deployment models are as follows:  

– public cloud – the cloud infrastructure is available to the general public over the 

Internet. A public cloud is owned by the cloud provider, 

– private cloud – the cloud services are provided over a corporate network to internal 

users only. The model is used by organizations. The cloud can be operated by the 

organization or an external cloud provider, on or off premises, 

– hybrid cloud – the cloud infrastructure consists of multiple different cloud 

infrastructures (community, public or private) which are connected together so that 

data and applications portability is enabled, 

– community cloud – the cloud infrastructure is available for consumers from multiple 

organizations. The cloud can be operated by the organizations or an external cloud 

provider, on or off premises. 

 

 

2.3 VIRTUALIZATION 

Virtualization is the act of abstracting hardware from physical platforms so that the resources 

are pooled and can be rapidly accessible when it is requested.  

According to Gartner [7] virtualization is an important enabler of four cloud 

computing attributes: 

– service-based – consumers of services are abstracted from the providers through 

service interfaces, 

– scalable and elastic – services can be scaled on demand, resources can be added or 

removed when it is required, 

– shared – resources can be shared by services so that efficiency is increased, 

– metered by use – services are billed based on usage metrics. 
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2.3.1 Hypervisors 

Virtualization is provided by applications called hypervisors or virtual machine monitors 

(VMM). The hypervisor is a low-level application which provides resources to objects called 

virtual machines (VM). 

 The virtual machine is an application that emulates a physical machine and has all its 

characteristics. There are two virtual machines types: 

– system virtual machines (hardware virtual machines) – has allocated processor 

resources and address space in memory, device I/O is provided by virtual device 

drivers. System virtual machines can execute a complete operating system (called a 

guest operating system), 

– process virtual machines – are used to execute a single application. 

 

There are two types of hypervisors: Type 1 and Type 2. Type 1 hypervisor (called native 

hypervisor or bare metal) runs directly on a hardware platform, for instance Xen, KVM or 

VMware ESX. Type 2 hypervisors require an installed operating system (called a host 

operating system) to run, for example: VMware Workstation, VirtualBox. 

 

 

Figure 2-2 Hypervisor types (source [25]) 

 

 

2.3.2 Virtualization types 

There are four common ways to achieve virtualization: hardware emulation, full 

virtualization, paravirtualization and operating system virtualization. The section presents the 

methods. 
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In hardware emulation virtual machines are created on a host machine to simulate 

hardware of interest. Because of the fact that all instructions have to be simulated using the 

underlying hardware the operations performed on a simulated hardware are significantly 

slower (even 1000 times). Hardware emulation can be used for instance to run unmodified 

guest operating systems which are intended for processor architectures different than the 

underlying host processor architecture.  

 

 

 

Figure 2-3 Hardware emulation (source [26]) 

 

 

In full virtualization all guests operating systems communicate with a hypervisor. The 

hypervisor handles resources sharing between the systems. The guest operating systems may 

be unmodified but they have to support the underlying hardware. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-4 Full virtualization (source [26]) 

 

 

In paravirtualization all guests operating systems communicate with a hypervisor 

which is similar to full virtualization. The guest operating systems are ported to work with the 

host so that some operations which are difficult to be performed in a virtualized environment 
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can be performed in non-virtualized. The modified guest operating system is a disadvantage 

but paravirtualization reduces virtual machines’ performance degradation and allows to use 

simpler hypervisors. 

 

 

Figure 2-5 Paravirtualization (source [26]) 

 

 

Operating system virtualization is a virtualization method which uses virtual servers 

created at the operating system. The virtual servers are running in isolated virtual 

environments as virtual private servers (VPS). Only one operating system version can be used 

on VPS which differs this method from other discussed solutions. This kind of virtualization 

is supported by IBM AIX and Sun Solaris systems. The overhead of running VPS is low. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-6 Operating system virtualization (source [26]) 
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CHAPTER 3 UTILIZED TECHNOLOGIES, 
SOFTWARE AND ALGORITHMS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The section describes technologies, namely open-source software and protocols used to 

implement the system and Bayes’ Naïve classification algorithm. 

RADIUS and ICAP protocols are discussed in the chapters 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. 

The ICAP protocol based applications, SQUID and GreasySpoon, are presented in the 

sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Concepts related to the message-oriented middleware (MOM) and 

the Apache ActiveMQ service are given in the section 3.4. The chapters 3.5 and 3.6 describe 

KVM hypervisor and the OpenNebula toolkit. The section 3.7 presents the Naïve Bayes 

classifier. 

 

 

3.2 RADIUS PROTOCOL 

RADIUS stands for Remote Authentication Dial In User Service [27,28]. RADIUS is a 

protocol which provides authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) services. 

UDP is used as a transport protocol. RADIUS packets consist of the following fields: 

code, packet identifier, length, authenticator and AVP. AVP stands for Attribute Value Pair and 

stores data related to attributes used in the AAA processes.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-1 The internal structure of a RADIUS packet (source [29]) 
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Accounting packets are related to consumption of resources by users. The Accounting 

Start packet is sent to the RADIUS server to signal the start of the user's network access 

session. The packet contains the Acct-Status-Type attribute equal to “start”. One of the AVPs 

used by the Accounting Start packets is called “Calling-Station-Id” (AVP number 31) which in 

case of a mobile Internet environment stores the client’s phone number.  

The RADIUS packets are not explicitly used in the system. IP addresses are assigned 

dynamically to the clients in the environment where the system will work but Calling-Station-

Ids are constant. Mechanisms to store and use mappings of IP addresses to Calling-Station-Ids 

were implemented. 

 

 

3.3 ICAP PROTOCOL 

ICAP stands for Internet Content Adaptation Protocol [30]. ICAP specifies the way an ICAP 

client can pass HTTP messages (requests and responses) to an ICAP server. The ICAP server 

can perform some kind of content transformation or adaptation, for instance enrichment or 

modification of an HTTP response (a web page). The transformed messages are sent back to 

the ICAP client and delivered to the user. SQUID (ICAP client) and GreasySpoon (ICAP 

server) are applications based on the ICAP protocol which were used to implement the 

system. The applications are discussed in the sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 respectively. 

 

 

3.3.1 SQUID ICAP Client 

SQUID [18] is a proxy server that can cache and reuse frequently accessed web pages so that 

bandwidth is reduced and response times are improved.  

SQUID server can work as an ICAP client and this functionality was used in the 

system. SQUID may run in a transparent mode which eliminates configuration changes of 

clients’ web browsers which are required by default to use the proxy server. 

 

 

3.3.2 GreasySpoon ICAP Server 

GreasySpoon [19] is an ICAP server which can interoperate with the SQUID ICAP client. 
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Figure 3-2 GreasySpoon architecture (source [19]) 

 

 

Figure 3-3 Interoperation between GreasySpoon and SQUID 
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GreasySpoon can transform client’s HTTP requests and responses in real time. A web-

based interface is provided by the application which can be used as a development 

framework. The development framework allows to implement scripts to transform and adapt 

HTTP messages in Java, Javascript, Ruby, Python, and other languages. Administrative and 

maintenance tasks can be performed by using the web-interface as well.  

GreasySpoon architecture is given in Figure 3-2. The way how GreasySpoon 

interoperates with the SQUID is illustrated in Figure 3-3.  

 

 

3.4 MESSAGE-ORIENTED MIDDLEWARE 

ActiveMQ is an open-source message-oriented middleware (MOM) created by the Apache 

Software Foundation and licensed under the Apache License. The section illustrates the 

concept of the message-oriented middleware and presents the ActiveMQ solution [8,16]. 

 

 

3.4.1 Introduction to Message-Oriented Middleware 

The message-oriented middleware (MOM) is a piece of software which enables 

communication amongst distributed systems or applications in secure, scalable and loosely-

coupled way.  

The MOM works as a message mediator between clients who send and receive 

messages. The clients are usually applications but terminals can be used as well. The message 

is a piece of information that is sent between two applications using destinations which are 

maintained by the MOM. The destination stores messages and deliver the messages to 

appropriate receivers. There is no requirement that senders and receivers are connected to the 

MOM at the same time. This mechanism is called loose-coupling. The messages are sent 

asynchronously because senders and receivers know nothing about each other.  

The Java Message Service (JMS) is an API used to standardize sending and receiving 

messages in Java programming language. It provides some degree of portability across 

different vendor-specific MOMs who implement JMS API. The JMS is not a message-

oriented middleware but it is a solution that abstracts how messaging clients can interact with 

the MOMs which is similar to the way JDBC works with different relational database 

systems. The JMS API is illustrated in Figure 3-4. 
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Figure 3-4 Different MOM implementations of JMS API (source [8]) 

 

 

There are two methods of messaging called domains which are supported by JMS API: 

– point-to-point domain – destinations called queues are used. Messages are sent and 

received using the queues in synchronous or asynchronous way. There may be 

multiple senders and receivers, called producers and consumers respectively, 

connected to the queue. Each message is sent by a single producer and received by 

only one consumer. The process is illustrated in Figure 3-5. The messages are stored 

until they are delivered or expired. This domain was used to implement the system, 

– publish/subscribe domain – destinations called topics are used. Publishers and 

subscribers are clients in the domain. Messages are sent by publishers to the topic. 

Each message sent is hold and received by all subscribes who connect to the topic. 

 

 

3.4.2 Apache ActiveMQ 

ActiveMQ is an open-source message-oriented middleware solution compliant with the JMS 

API (version 1.1). The solution is scalable, reliable, and performance level is high. The 

ActiveMQ was written in Java programming language but it provides client API for variety of 

programming languages and platforms, for instance Java, C/C++, Perl, PHP, Python, .NET. A 

web-interface is provided to monitor status of the service and present stored messages. 

ActiveMQ can be run as an embedded component of an application server or a standalone 

application. The latter method was used in the system. 
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Figure 3-5 Sending and delivering messages in the JMS point-to-point domain 

 

 

3.5 KVM HYPERVISOR 

Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is a virtualization solution for Linux systems. KVM 

provides full virtualization and can run on x86 or amd64 hardware with virtualization 

extensions (Intel-VT or AMD-V). KVM is implemented by two components: a kernel module 

kvm.ko and a processor-specific module kvm-intel.ko or kvm-amd.ko. The components turn 

the Linux operating system into a hypervisor (Type 1). 

The processor virtualization is provided by the processor itself. KVM provides the 

memory virtualization using the /dev/kvm device. The physical memory that the guest 

operating system uses is virtual memory associated with the guest process. The process of 

translating from guest physical memory to host physical memory is supported by a set of 

shadow page tables. KVM added a new process mode to Linux called the guest operating 

mode. The mode is used to execute guest operating system code without I/O operations. Other 

two standard operating modes (user and system) are available to the guest operating systems. 

I/O operations are virtualized by a modified QEMU process which runs in a user-space and 

emulates hardware components. 
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Figure 3-6 KVM virtualization components (source [31]) 

 

 

3.6 OPENNEBULA TOOLKIT 

The OpenNebula [22] is an open-source toolkit used to create and manage public, private, 

hybrid Infrastructure-as-a-Service clouds in heterogeneous environments. The OpenNebula 

uses open standards such as Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) and Amazon EC2 API. 

The OpenNebula can work with different hypervisors and hardware. The section presents 

components of the OpenNebula toolkit and functionalities. 

 

 

3.6.1 Introduction to OpenNebula 

The OpenNebula toolkit consists of the following systems [9]:  

– storage system – repository of operating systems images and data that can be used to 

instantiate virtual machines,  

– template repository – repository of virtual machines’ templates which define 

parameters of virtual machines to be instantiated,  

– virtual networking – the subsystem used to interconnect instantiated virtual machines, 

– interfaces – command line interface (CLI) and Sunstone GUI that allow to monitor 

and perform operations on virtual machines and physical hosts, OCCI and EC2 Query 

interfaces, integration APIs. 
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Figure 3-7 The OpenNebula components (source [9]) 

 

 

Figure 3-7 illustrates components of the OpenNebula. 

 

The drivers are used to interoperate with the underlying operating system software. 

The following driver types are available: 

– transfer drivers – used to manage the virtual machines disk images on different kind of 

storage systems (shared: NSF, iSCSI and non-shared SSH), 

– virtual machines drivers – set of hypervisor-specific drivers used to manage virtual 

machines instances on different hosts, 

– information drivers – set of hypervisor-specific drivers used to monitor hosts and 

virtual machine instances. 

 

The OpenNebula stores configuration data and current status of hosts and virtual 

machine instances in a database (SQLite or MySQL). The OpenNebula API is available for 

Java, Ruby or XML-RPC and provides access to all the functions of the OpenNebula. The 

Java API was used to implement an application that automates monitoring and controlling of 

virtual machine instances in the system. 

 

 

3.6.2 OpenNebula functions 

The following functionalities are provided by the OpenNebula toolkit:  

– management of computing, storage and networking – control over dynamic 
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deployment of groups of virtual machines in a distributed environment,  

– management of virtual machines life cycle – allocating resources required by virtual 

machines to operate, functionality to implement virtual machines deployment policies, 

– management of workload placement policies – functionality to implement resource-

aware allocation policies of virtual machines, for instance load-balancing, 

– management of virtual networks – capabilities to interconnect virtual machines, 

– management of virtual machines life cycles – support of mechanisms to transfer, 

clone, copy virtual machines, 

– Management of information and accounting – providing information related to current 

status of virtual machines and underlying physical resources, implementing dynamic 

placement policies, 

– Management of security – granting access to users with sufficient access rights and 

isolation between workloads, 

– Management of remote cloud virtual resources – extending existing resources with 

external resources (hybrid cloud model), 

– Management of public cloud servers – exposing interfaces so that public cloud 

deployments are possible. 

 

 

3.6.3 OpenNebula architecture 

The OpenNebula can be run in a cluster-like architecture which consists of a front-end and 

cluster nodes interconnected by a physical network. 

The front-end is a machine which runs the OpenNebula applications. The applications 

include: 

– oned – a management daemon, 

– mm_sched – virtual machine scheduler, 

– onecctd – monitoring and accounting daemon, 

– Sunstone – the web interface server, 

– EC2 or OCCI cloud API servers. 

 

The image repository should be accessible by the front-end and cluster nodes. The 

cluster nodes provide physical resources used to deploy virtual machines and should have a 

hypervisor installed. The nodes do not have any OpenNebula applications installed. All 
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operations are performed via secure SSH access and are done internally by the OpenNebula 

services.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-8 Physical architecture required to build an IaaS cloud with the OpenNebula (source [22]) 

  

 

3.7 NAÏVE BAYES CLASSIFIER 

The section presents the concept of the Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier [14,15] which was 

implemented in the system to classify documents (web pages) based upon their content. The 

Naïve Bayes classifier can be successfully applied to other tasks as well, for instance: spam 

filtering, language detection based on a text, determining topic of a text.  

It is assumed that documents are sets of independent words. The assumption means 

that probability of a word occurrence does not depend on the length of the document. 

Probability that the i -th word of a given document occurs in a document from the class 

(category) C  can be expressed as follows: )|( CwP i .  

The concept of Naïve Bayes classifier is based on a conditional model: 

 

 

),...,,|( 21 nFFFCP  (3-1) 
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Where 

C  –  a variable which describes class (category) associated with the document, the number 

of the classes is limited 

nF  –  feature variables (in the discussed case of web pages’ classification – words that 

appear on a web page), C  is dependent on the features, the number of the features is 

large 

 

Bayes’ theorem relates the probabilities (both marginal and conditional) of the 

variables C  and F : 

( )
( ) ( )

( )FP

C|FPCP
=F|CP

 (3-2) 

 

For several nF  variables the formula can be expressed as follows:  

( )
( ) ( )

( )n

n

n
FFP

CFFPCP
=FF|CP

,...,

|,...,
,...,

1

1
1

(3-3) 

 

The denominator of the formula 3-3 is constant because values of the features ( nF ) are 

given and it does not depend on C . Based on the conditional probability definition the 

numerator can be written as:
 

 

( ) ),...,,,|(...),,|(),|()|()(,...,, 1212131211 −nnn FFFCFPFFCFPFCFPCFPCP=FFCP  (3-4) 

 

It was assumed that features F  are conditionally independent i.e.  for each feature iF
 

and jF
 
where ij ≠  the equality is satisfied: )|(),|( CFPFCFP iji = . The assumption seems 

to be false because some words appear more likely with others, for instance words „income” 

and „tax” frequently appear together on web pages related to finances. 

 

The formula 3-4 can be rewritten as: 

( ) )|()(...)|()|()(,...,, 211 CFPCPCFPCFPCP=FFCP i
i

n ∏=
 (3-5) 
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Because of the assumed independence between the features
 iF

 
the formula 3-3 can be 

expressed as follows:
 

( ) )|()(
1

,...,| 1 CFPCP
Z

=FFCP i
i

n

n ∏
 (3-6) 

 

Z
 
is constant because it depends on variables iF

 
which are known. The final version 

of the formula for the classifier can be written as: 

∏ ====
n

i

iicn cCwFPcCPwwclassify )|()(maxarg),...,( 1
 (3-7) 

 

Based on the formula 3-7 the class associated with the document (web page) is chosen 

based on the highest value of the expression ∏ ===
n

i

ii cCwFPcCP )|()(  and indicates the 

most suitable category. The probabilities calculated by means of the Naïve Bayes classifier are 

not accurate because of the fact that independence between the features (words) was assumed. 

Similar way of classifying web pages was implemented and described in the section 

5.5.3. 
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CHAPTER 4 SYSTEM DESIGN 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The section presents the system design. The system was designed as eight different 

application. The data flow between the applications is illustrated in section 4.2. The chapter 

4.3 presents the design of the physical infrastructure to run the applications. The sections 4.4 

and 4.5 present functional and non-functional requirements of the applications. The section 

4.6 presents data bases design. 

 

 

4.2 DATA FLOW DESIGN 

During the analysis phase it was assumed that the system should perform variety of operations 

which include: 

– intercept web pages browsed by the clients, 

– maintain up-to-date mappings of Calling-Station-Ids to IP addresses so that Calling-

Station-Ids can be found based on IP addresses, 

– classify web pages browsed by the clients, 

– store results of the web pages classification process with client’s Calling-Station-Id in 

a database, 

– store classified text-based advertisements, 

– enrich web pages browsed by the clients with the advertisements which are adjusted to 

the clients. 

 

The number of clients can be high and some scalability or load balancing mechanisms 

should be considered in the design. 

It was assumed that the system is too complex solution to be implemented as a single 

application. Eight applications to perform specific functions were identified. The applications 

interoperate and run in a distributed environment. 
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Figure 4-1 Data flow between the applications used in the system 

 

Figure 4-1 presents the applications and illustrates data flow. Existing open-source 

solutions (SQUID, GreasySpoon, ActiveMQ) were analyzed and used in the design. The 

figure has the following interpretation: a client accesses web pages through a proxy server 

which is based on the SQUID service. The client is not aware of the fact because the service is 

configured to run in a transparent mode. Each HTTP response is redirected to the 
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GreasySpoon ICAP client before it is returned to the client. Each time the GreasySpoon 

receives an HTTP response the ICAP Transformation Script is executed. The script performs 

the following operations: 

– the client’s IP address provided by the SQUID service is sent to the CSIDLookup 

application. The application returns the Calling-Station-Id which is associated with the 

IP address, 

– the client’s Calling-Station-Id (provided by the CSIDLookup) and HTTP response 

URL (provided by SQUID) is sent as a message to the ActiveMQ queue, 

– the client’s Calling-Station-Id is sent to the Enricher application. The application 

returns a piece of HTML code which contains an ad unit with advertisements 

associated with the Calling-Station-Id. The piece of code is embedded in the HTTP 

response code. The modified HTTP response is returned to the client. 

 

The ActiveMQ application should work in the point-to-point domain (described in the 

section 3.4.1). Each message sent to the ActiveMQ queue should be received by the only one 

consumer. The ICAP transformation script is a message producer in the system. The Classifier 

applications work as a consumer. The application retrieves messages from the ActiveMQ 

queue, extracts Calling-Station-Id and URL of the web page stored in the message, downloads 

the web page code and classifies the web page based on its content. It was assumed that 

multiple Classifier applications can be executed simultaneously. The constant number of the 

Classifier applications running at the same time may result in a delay of processing the 

requests when their number is too high. The Classifier applications are run in virtual 

machines. The virtual machines are deployed as a part of an Infrastructure-as-a-Service 

private cloud. The OpenNebula toolkit should be used to build the cloud.  

The VMController is an application that monitors CPU utilization of the running 

virtual machines and deploys new virtual machines when the measured value exceeds an 

assumed upper threshold value. In case of low CPU utilization some of the running virtual 

machines should be suspended. The Classifier application uses a database to store training 

data required by the classification algorithm and results of the classification processes. The 

results should  of the web pages classification should be stored in the Storage Database. 

The Storage Database is a central database which should store and provide the data 

about categories interesting for all clients. The database should store text-based 

advertisements. 
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Figure 4-2 Physical infrastructure design 
 

 

The Enricher application should receive a Calling-Station-Id from the ICAP 

Transformation Script, retrieve the advertisements which are associated with the Calling-

Station-Id from the Storage Database and create an ad unit by adding HTML tags to the text 

advertisements. The piece of HTML code is sent to the ICAP transformation script which 

modifies the HTTP response and returns the response to the client. 
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4.3 PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN 

The section presents the physical infrastructure design. The infrastructure is illustrated in 

Figure 4-2. 

The figure can be interpreted as follows: there are two separate servers that execute the 

ICAP protocol based applications: SQUID and GreasySpoon which are marked as ICAP 

client and ICAP server in the figure. The server which executes the SQUID service has to be 

configured as clients’ gateway so that HTTP responses can be redirected to the GreasySpoon 

before returning them to the clients. 

The ICAP server should execute the CSIDlookup application. It was assumed that an 

external RADIUS server provides the data regarding Calling-Station-Ids and IP addresses 

mappings to the CSIDlookup application. 

The ActiveMQ should be executed on a separate server because the application 

performs many I/O operations in order to receive and deliver messages. The Storage Database 

is used by multiple Classifier applications and the Enricher application. The number of 

concurrent requests to the database can be high and the RDBMS should be installed on a 

separate server. 

The Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud should be created with at least two independent 

node servers equipped with processors that have Intel-VT or AMD-V extensions. The KVM 

hypervisor should be installed on each of the servers. The Front End is a server used to 

execute the OpenNebula services and the VMController application. 

 

 

4.4 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF APPLICATIONS  

In this section functional requirements of applications that have to be implemented are listed. 

 

 

4.4.1 ICAP transformation script 

Functional requirements of the ICAP Transformation Script are listed in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1 ICAP Transformation script functional requirements 

No. Requirement Requirement description 

1 Communication with the 

CSIDLookup application 

Sending IP addresses and receiving Calling-Station-

Ids from the CSIDLookup application. 

2 Sending messages to the 

ActiveMQ queue 

Sending messages (each consists of a Calling-

Station-Id and a web page URL) to the ActiveMQ 

queue.  

3 Communication with the 

Enricher application 

Sending Calling-Station-Id and receiving a piece of 

HTML code which contains text-based 

advertisements from the Enricher application. 

4 Modifying HTTP responses Modifying HTML code of HTTP responses so that 

pieces of HTML code received from the Enricher 

application are injected into the responses. 

 

 

 

4.4.2 CSIDLookup application 

Functional requirements of the CSIDLookup application are listed in Table 4-2. 

 

Table 4-2 CSIDLookup application functional requirements 

No. Requirement Requirement description 

1 Communication with the 

ICAP Transformation Script 

Receiving IP addresses from the ICAP 

Transformation Script and sending Calling-Station-

Ids as responses. 

2 Maintaining up-to-date 

mappings between Calling-

Station-Ids and IP addresses 

Receiving messages which contain Calling-Station-

Ids and IP addresses from an external application. 

The data should be stored and made accessible for 

the ICAP Transformation Script. 
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4.4.3 Classifier application 

Functional requirements of the Classifier application are listed in Table 4-3. 

 

Table 4-3 Classifier application functional requirements 

No. Requirement Requirement description 

1 Reading and processing 

training data 

Reading a list of predefined, classified web pages. 

Downloading the web pages, extracting unique 

features (words from the body part of a web page), 

and storing the features in a local database. The data 

can be used during classification processes. 

2 Receiving messages from the 

ActiveMQ queue 

Receiving messages which consist of Calling-

Station-Ids and web page URLs from the ActiveMQ  

application. 

3 Classifying web pages Downloading web pages, extracting unique features 

and based on the data and the training data stored in 

a local database choosing the most suitable category. 

4 Storing results of web page 

classification in the Storage 

Database 

The results of the classification process (category of 

a classified web page and client’s Calling-Station-Id) 

should be stored in a Storage Database so that the 

Enricher application can retrieve the data. 

 

 

4.4.4 Enricher application 

Functional requirements of the Enricher application are listed in Table 4-4. 

 

Table 4-4 Enricher application functional requirements 

No. Requirement Requirement description 

1 Retrieving data from the 

Storage Database 

Retrieving text-based advertisements selected based 

on categories which are stored in the Storage 

Database with the Calling-Station-Ids. 
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No. Requirement Requirement description 

2 Processing the text-based 

advertisements 

HTML tags should be added to the text-based 

advertisements and such a piece of HTML code 

should be stored for each Calling-Station-Id.  

3 Communication with the 

ICAP Transformation Script 

Receiving messages which consist of Calling-

Station-Ids from the ICAP Transformation Script and 

sending responses which contain HTML code with 

text-based advertisements. 

 

 

 

4.4.5 VMController application 

Functional requirements of the VMController application are listed in Table 4-5. 

 

Table 4-5 VMController application functional requirements 

No. Requirement Requirement description 

1 Monitoring current average 

CPU utilization 

Monitoring CPU utilization of running virtual 

machines and calculating average value. 

2 Creating virtual machines Instantiating new virtual machines when the average 

CPU utilization of running virtual exceeds an upper 

threshold value. 

3 Suspending virtual machines Suspending virtual machines when the average CPU 

utilization of running virtual machines is below a 

lower threshold value. 

 

 

 

4.5 NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF APPLICATIONS  

Non-functional requirements of the applications are listed in Table 4-6. 
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Table 4-6 Non-functional requirements of the applications 

No. Requirement Requirement description 

1 Response time requirement The ICAP Transformation Script, CSIDLookup  

and Enricher should process requests in real-time.  

2 Platform requirement The applications should be implemented in Java 

Standard Edition. 

3 Portability requirement The applications should be portable so that the 

physical infrastructure may consist of servers that 

have different operating systems installed. 

4 Open source software and 

free software requirement 

Open source tools and libraries should be used  

in order to implement the system. If it is not possible 

free software should be used. 

5 Audit requirement The applications should print information about 

performed activities and errors to the standard 

system output stream. 

 

 

4.6 DATABASES DESIGN 

This section presents databases design. It was assumed that two database schemas will be 

used: the Classifier database and Storage database. The E-R diagrams of the databases are 

presented and discussed in the sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.2. 

 

 

4.6.1 Classifier Database 

The Classifier Database is used by the Classifier application. The E-R diagram of the database 

is given in Figure 4-3. The entities are presented in Table 4-7.   
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Figure 4-3 The E-R diagram of the Classifier database 

 

 

The database should store training data and data related to classified web pages. The 

training data is utilized during web pages’ classification processes. The data regarding 

classified web pages is stored to avoid classifying the same web page more than once, for 

instance when two clients accessed the same web page.  

 

 

Table 4-7 Entities of the Classifier database  

No. Entity name Entity description 

1 CATEGORY Represents a predefined category of web pages. The 

COUNTER attribute informs how many items that 

belong to the category are available. 

2 ITEM Represents a classified web page (item) during the 

training process. 

3 FEATURE Represents unique word (feature) extracted from a 

web page during the training process (item). The 

COUNTER attribute informs how many times the 

word occurred in items of a given class.  
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No. Entity name Entity description 

4 PAGE Represents a classified web page during the 

classification process. 

5 BROWSED PAGE Represents a web page browsed by a client. The 

client is identified by the CLIENT CALLING 

STATION ID attribute. The date and time when the 

web page was accessed is represented by the 

CREATE DATE attribute. 

 

 

4.6.2 Storage Database 

The Storage Database is assumed to be used by Classifier applications that run in the system 

and the Enricher application. The E-R diagram of the database is given in Figure 4-4. The 

entities are presented in Table 4-8. The storage database should store data related to categories 

interesting for clients and text advertisements which are grouped by categories. 

 

 

Figure 4-4 E-R diagram of the Storage Database 
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Table 4-8 Entities of the Storage Database  

No. Entity name Entity description 

1 CATEGORY Represents a predefined category of web pages. 

2 ADVERTISEMENT Represents a text-based advertisement which belong 

to a given category. 

3 BROWSED CATEGORY Represents a category of web pages browsed by a 

client. The client is identified by the CLIENT 

CALLING STATION ID attribute.  
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CHAPTER 5 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The chapter describes the way how the system was implemented. The final version of the data 

flow is illustrated in Section 5.2. The chapters 5.3-5.7 present structure of the applications and 

interesting problems that occurred during the implementation process. The sections 5.8 and 

5.9 present virtual infrastructures implemented with the VMware ESXi and OpenNebula tools 

respectively. The chapter 5.10 presents three test cases of the system.  

 

 

5.2 DATA FLOW IMPLEMENTATION 

The final version of the data flow is illustrated in Figure 5-1. The figure is an activity diagram 

and presents steps which are performed by the applications in the system when a client sends 

an HTTP request. An important fact to notice is parallel, independent processing of web 

pages’ (HTTP response) classification, performed by the Classifier applications, and 

modifying content of the web pages, performed by the Enricher application with the ICAP 

Transformation Script. 

 

 

5.3 ICAP TRANSFORMATION SCRIPT  

This section describes the ICAP Transformation Script. The application structure is discussed 

in the section 5.3.1. The functional requirements are presented in the section 4.4.1. 

 

 

5.3.1 Objectives and structure 

The script was implemented in Java language by using the GreasySpoon web-based 

development framework which was discussed in the section 3.3.2.  
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Figure 5-1 The data flow implemented in the system 

 

 

The script consists of the function called main which takes an HttpMessage object as a 

parameter. Operations performed on the object inside the function result in a modified HTTP 

request sent to a client. The implemented operations in the script include: 

– communication with the CSIDLookup and the Enricher applications, implemented via 

sockets, 

– modifying the body part of the web page by adding HTML code of an ad unit received 
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from the Enricher application. The code is included directly after the <body> tag of 

the web page, 

– sending text messages to the ActiveMQ queue. The messages consist of the clients’ 

Calling-Station-Id and web page URLs (HTTP response). The elements of a message 

are separated by the ‘^^^’ literal, an example of a valid message is given in the Listing 

5-1. 

 

 

511788788^^^http://www.elka.pw.edu.pl 

 

Listing 5-1 An example of the message sent by the ICAP Transformation Script 

 

The script is run for every HTTP response which is redirected to the GreasySpoon by 

SQUID. In order to avoid creating the same objects every time the script is executed the 

mechanism called sharedcache provided by the GreasySpoon was used. The sharedcache is an 

object of the class HashMap which stores persistent data that can be accessed by executed 

scripts. The ActiveMQ Connection object which is suggested to be a shared object [16] 

between producers was stored in the sharedcache object. 

 

 

5.4 CSIDLOOKUP APPLICATION 

The section describes the CSIDLookup (Calling-Station-Id Lookup) application. The 

application structure is discussed in the section 5.4.1. The functional requirements are 

presented in the section 4.4.2 

 

 

5.4.1 Objectives and structure 

The CSIDLookup was implemented in Java language as a multithreaded application. The 

class diagram is given in Figure 5-2. The Client and Server are abstract classes. The classes 

are reused in the Enricher application. The Server class defines methods used to listen for 

incoming requests. The requests are handled by threads created as objects of the 

CSIDLookupClient class which is derived from the Client class.  
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Figure 5-2 The class diagram of the CSIDLookup application 

 

 

There are two request types: 

– requests to get the mapping data  –  sent by the ICAP Transformation Scripts in order 

to find the Calling-Station-Id based on an IP address. Each get request consists of the 

identifier (“0”) and IP address. The elements are separated by the space “ “ character, 

– requests to set the mapping data – are sent by an external application. Each set request 

consists of the identifier (“1”), an IP address and Calling-Station-Id. The elements are 

separated by the space “ “ character.  

 

Examples of the requests are given in Listing 5-2. 

 

 

0 159.252.10.1 
1 159.252.10.1 511788788 

 

Listing 5-2 Examples of the get and set requests received by the CSIDLookup application 

 

 

The mappings are stored in an object of the class ConcurrentHashMap called lookup. 

The class ConcurrentHashMap [32] has all methods of the class HashMap and supports full 

concurrency of retrievals. Concurrency for updates is supported and expected number of 

concurrent update operations is adjustable (default number is 16).  
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5.5 CLASSIFIER APPLICATION  

The section describes the Classifier application. The application structure is discussed in the 

section 5.5.1. The functional requirements are presented in the chapter 4.4.3. The sections 

5.5.2 and 5.5.3 illustrate training and web pages classification processes respectively. The 

chapter 5.5.4 presents the Classifier Database design. 

 

 

5.5.1 Objectives and structure 

The Classifier application was implemented in Java language as a multithreaded application.  

At the beginning of execution the application creates metadata in the Classifier 

Database and performs training process. The process is discussed in Section 5.5.2. 

The next step is to start threads which are used to classify web pages. The application 

can be invoked with an optional parameter equal to the number of threads which should be 

created. Five threads are started by default when the parameter is not provided. The thread is 

an instance of the class ClientThread which implements the MessageListener interface. The 

MessageListener interface is provided by a library from the ActiveMQ API. The method 

onMessage() was implemented in the ClientThread class to listen for requests that are sent to 

the ActiveMQ queue by the ICAP Transformation scripts.  

Each thread creates and stores a reference to an object of the Classifier class. The 

object provides methods used in training and classification processes. The class Web Page is 

used to instantiate objects that perform downloading of web pages and extracting unique 

features (words). Each Classifier object has two references to objects of the class 

ClassifierDBInterface. The instances of the ClassifierDBInterface class are used to perform 

data storage and retrieval using the Classifier and Storage Databases during the training and 

classification processes. The object of the class Connection provides access to the ActiveMQ 

queue and can be shared among the threads. The class MQConnection was implemented to 

store and provide access to a static object of the class Connection using the singleton 

programming pattern. 
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Figure 5-3 The class diagram of the Classifier application 

 

 

5.5.2 Training process 

The Classifier application uses the Naïve Bayes classifier, described in Section 3.7, which 

requires training data in order to perform web pages’ classification correctly.  

The training data used by the algorithm consists of the following elements: 

– feature-category data – the number of occurrences of a feature (word) on web pages 

that belong to a given category, 

– items-category data – the number of items (web pages) that belong to a given category 

 

During the training phase the data is read from the external traindata.txt file. Each row 
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of the file should contain a web page URL and the name of the most suitable category to 

which the web page belongs. The space character is used as a delimiter. Sample data that can 

be written in the traindata.txt is given in Listing 5-3. 

 

 

 

    http://www.sport.com sport 
    http://www.health.com health 
    http://www.computers.com computer 

 

Listing 5-3 Sample content of the traindata.txt file 

 

 

 

Figure 5-4 The training process performed by the Classifier application 
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The Classifier application downloads the web pages which are in the traindata.txt file. 

For each web page a set of unique features is extracted from the body part. The Java library 

called jSOUP [17] was used to parse HTML code of the web pages. Based on the obtained 

data number of occurrences of a given feature can be determined for each category. The 

number of items that belong to each category is stored in the database and incremented during 

the training process. The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5-4. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-5 The training process performed by the Classifier application, a sequence diagram 
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The sequence diagram which presents how objects of the application interoperate 

during the training process is given in Figure 5-5. Important fact related to the algorithm is the 

more training data is provided, the better classification results will be obtained but the 

classification process will take longer. The trade-off should be considered. 

 

 

5.5.3 Classification process 

A document classification algorithm based on concept of the Naïve Bayes classifier and 

proposed in [15] was implemented. The classifier was discussed in the chapter 3.7. 

The first step performed during the classification process is to download HTML code 

of the web page to be classified. A set of unique words is extracted from the body part of the 

web page. Based on the training data stored in the Classifier database the conditional 

probabilities ( )category|wordP  are calculated for each word using the formula 5-1. The 

formula informs what is the probability that for a given category a particular word (feature) 

appears. 

 

( )
( )

( )categoryP

categorywordP
=category|wordP

∧
 (5-1) 

 

Where: 

( )categorywordP ∧ - probability of word occurrence in items of a given category  

( )categoryP - probability that an item belongs to the category 

 

An example is as follows: There are ten web pages which were processed during the 

training phase. Five of the web pages belong to the medicine category and the remaining five 

to the sport category. The value ( )medicineP  is equal to 0.5. Three of the web pages that 

belong to the medicine category have the word „flu” in their sets of unique features. The 

probability ( )medicinefluP ∧ is equal to 0.3. Finally, ( )medicinefluP |  is equal to 0.6. 

An important problem occurs with words that rarely appear in the set of unique 

features associated with a category, for instance when the word „football” does not appear on 

the web pages that belong to the history category the probability ( )history|footballP  is equal 

to 0. In order to solve the problem assumed probability assumedP  was introduced. The factor 
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informs what is the conditional probability when there is very little or no information about 

the feature in question.  

 

( )
( ) ( )

count+weight

category|wordPcount+Pweight
category|wordP assumed

ified

××
=mod  (5-2) 

Where: 

count - total number of web pages that belong to all categories and contain the feature 

 

In order to obtain correct results it is necessary to associate weight with the assumed 

probability. The value equal to 1 which is the weight of one word is appropriate. The formula 

5-2 is used to calculate a weighted average of the conditional probability with the assumed 

probability and was implemented in the application. 

In order to calculate the probability that a given webpage fits into a specific category 

the Naïve Bayes classifier was applied: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )webpagePcategoryPcategory|webpageP=webpage|categoryP /×  (5-3) 

  

In the chapter 3.7 the assumption related to the Naïve Bayes classifier was made that 

probabilities ( )category|wordP i  are independent. As a consequence the value 

( )category|webpageP  is calculated by multiplying probabilities of each word that appears on 

the web page, calculated by using the formula 5-2. ( )categoryP  is equal to number of web 

pages that belong to a given category divided by the number of all web pages used in the 

training process. The value of ( )webpageP is the same for each category. The exact value of 

( )webpage|categoryP  is not required so that the term ( )webpageP  can be ignored. As a 

result only the value ( ) ( )categoryPcategory|webpageP ×  is calculated for each category. 

At the end of the algorithm execution the category with the highest value of the 

( ) ( )categoryPcategory|webpageP ×  is selected. It is possible to set a threshold value. The 

value is multiplied by calculated ( ) ( )categoryPcategory|webpageP ×  of other categories. If 

all values are still less than the highest value found it indicates that the category is in fact the 

most suitable. Otherwise, the „unknown” category is associated with the classified web page. 

A simplified version of the classification algorithm is given in Figure 5-6. 
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Figure 5-6 A simplified classification algorithm 

 

 

5.5.4 Classifier Database implementation 

The database was implemented with the MySQL RDBMS. The MySQL can use several 

storage engines which work as handlers for several table types [33]. The MEMORY (HEAP) 

storage engine was chosen so that tables are stored in memory. As a consequence disk I/O 

operations are limited. This is important factor in virtual environments where the maximum 

IOPS (Input / Output Operations Per Seconds) may be reached and result in a bottleneck. The 

tables utilize hash indexes by default and work very fast. Table definitions are stored in files 

on disk (with the .frm extension) but the data is stored in memory and is not persistent when 

the server is stopped. As a result the tables can be considered as temporary.  

The training process is performed every time the Classifier is run so that the training 

data is recreated. Data related to the classified web pages are stored in tables (PAGES and 

BROWSED_PAGES) which use default MySQL storage engine (MyISAM) and provide data 

persistence. The database schema is given in Figure 5-7. 
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Figure 5-7 The relational schema of the Classifier Database 

 

 

 

5.6 ENRICHER APPLICATION  

The section describes the Enricher application. The application structure is discussed 

in the section 5.6.1. The functional requirements are presented in the section 4.4.4.  

 

 

5.6.1 Objectives and structure 

The Enricher was implemented in Java language as a multithreaded application. The 

class diagram is given in Figure 5-8.  

The Client and Server are abstract classes which are used in the CSIDLookup 

application as well. The Server class defines methods used to listen for incoming requests. 

The requests are handled by threads created as objects of the EnricherClient class which is 

derived from the Client class. The requests are text messages which contain Calling-Station-

Ids and are sent by the instances of the ICAP Transformation Script.  
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Figure 5-8 The class diagram of the Enricher application 

 

 

Based on the received value of the Calling-Station-Id, the EnricherServer returns a 

piece of HTML code with text-based advertisements – the ad unit – to the instance of the 

ICAP Transformation Script which sent the request. The ad unit is created by retrieving from 

the Storage Database random text-advertisements related to the categories stored with the 

Calling-Station-Id. The ad unit is integrated into source code of a web page by an instance of 

the ICAP Transformation Script and displayed to the client. An example of the ad unit is given 

in Figure 5-9. It is displayed as a floating div element in the left upper corner of the web page. 

An instance of the EnricherDBInterface class is used to retrieve the data related to 

advertisements from the Storage Database. The data is processed every time the Enricher 

application is run by the object of the class AdvertisementSet, called ads, which inserts 

appropriate HTML tags to the text advertisements. The pieces of HTML code are created for 

each Calling-Station-Id available in the Storage Database and cached in an adSet object which 

is instance of the class ConcurrentHashMap discussed in the section 5.4.1.  
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Figure 5-9 An example of the ad unit created by the Enricher application 

 

 

5.6.2 Storage Database implementation 

The Storage Database was implemented as four tables which are illustrated in Figure 5-10. 

The metadata is created by the Enricher when the application is run with the –c run parameter. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-10 The relational schema of the Storage Database 

 

 

The ADVERTISEMENTS table stores text data related to advertisements (titles, 

descriptions and URLs). The categories are stored in the CATEGORIES table. The 

AD_CATEGORY table joins the categories and advertisements. Each advertisement is 
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associated with at least one category. The data in the tables AD_CATEGORY, 

ADVERTISEMENTS and CATEGORIES should be provided manually. 

The BROWSED_PAGES table stores categories with clients’ Calling-Station-Ids. 

Rows are inserted into the table by Classifier applications and used by the Enricher 

application to select advertisements for a given client’s Calling-Station-Id. 

 

 

5.7 VMCONTROLLER APPLICATION 

The section describes the VMController (Virtual Machine Controller) application. The 

application structure is discussed in the section 5.7.1. The functional requirements are 

presented in the section 4.4.5. 

 

 

5.7.1 Objectives and structure 

The application was developed to monitor CPU utilization of running instances of virtual 

machines. At the beginning of execution the input parameters are read from the file config. 

The parameters include: 

– lower and upper CPU threshold – average CPU utilization of the running virtual 

machines is calculated and compared to the values. If the calculated value is less than 

the lower CPU threshold then one of the running virtual machines is suspended. If the 

value is greater than the upper CPU threshold a new virtual machine is allocated, 

– number of CPU samples – the number determines how many samples (measured CPU 

values) should be used from each virtual machine to calculate average CPU utilization 

of the virtual machine pool, 

– minimum number of running virtual machines – determines the minimum number of 

virtual machines which should be run even if average CPU utilization calculated for 

the machines is less than the lower CPU threshold, 

– parameters of a virtual machine to be allocated – are discussed in the section 5.9.2, 

– theOpenNebula user credentials – a literal which consists of a user name and password 

to access the OpenNebula services separated by the colon sign, for instance 

oneadmin:123qwe, 

– the OpenNebula XML-RPC interface URL – for instance http://localhost:2633/RPC2. 
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Figure  5-11 A simplified algorithm implemented in the VMController application 

 

 

 

The operations are performed by the application in a loop. During each iteration 

average CPU utilization of all running virtual machine instances is calculated. The result is 

compared to the lower and upper threshold input parameters. If the average CPU utilization 

exceeds the upper threshold a new virtual machine is allocated. In case when the value is 

lower than the lower threshold, and there are more than minimum number of virtual machines 

running, one of the virtual machines is suspended. The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5-11. 
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Figure 5-12 The class diagram of the VMController application 

 

 

The class diagram of the VMController is given in Figure 5-12. The application uses 

the OpenNebula Java API to perform operations on virtual machines. 

 There are five classes in the application. The class VirtualMachinePool and 

VirtualMachine are provided by the OpenNebula API. The VMPool is a class derived from 

the VirtualMachinePool. An object of the VMPool class provides operations used to monitor 

CPU utilization of running virtual machines and control status of all virtual machines. 

Attributes of the object are read from the input file config and used during monitoring 

activities and allocating new virtual machines.  

An object of the class VM is used to perform operations on a specific virtual machine. 

Monitoring data related to CPU utilization is stored in a queue which is an object of the class 

Queue adjusted to store float values and associated with each object. The number of CPU 

samples stored by each VM object and used to calculate average CPU utilization is 

determined by the input parameter samplesNo. 
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5.8 TEST INFRASTRUCTURE CONFIGURATION 

Section 4.3 describes the design of the physical infrastructure recommended to run the 

applications. The infrastructure consists of at least 7 physical workstations. The total cost of 

buying the hardware was too high to implement it for testing purposes. It was assumed that 

the applications can be tested in a virtual environment provided that the physical machine 

used to instantiate the virtual machines has sufficient resources. The section describes 

physical workstation parameters and configuration of the virtual environment. 

 

 

5.8.1 Physical workstation parameters 

A physical workstation called Jagiello was delivered. The parameters of the workstation are 

given in Table 5-1. 

 

Table 5-1 Parameters of the Jagiello workstation used to implement the test environment 

Parameter Value 

Model BladeCenter HS22 (manufacturer IBM, part no. 7870H4G) 

CPU Intel Xeon CPU X5670 (12M Cache, 2.93 GHz, 6 Cores / 12 Threads) 

Memory Capacity 4 GB, six modules, DDR3 SDRAM 1333MHz (manufacturer 

IBM, part no. 44T1596) 

Storage Capacity 300GB, two devices, 10K RPM, SAS, 6 Gbps (manufacturer 

IBM, part no. 42D0637) 

Network adapters Four 1Gb Ethernet ports, Ethernet Expansion Card (CIOv) for IBM 

BladeCenter installed (manufacturer IBM, part no. 44W4475) 

Installed VMM VMware ESXi 5.0 (Build 469512) 

 

 

5.8.2 VMware ESXi virtual environment 

The workstation has VMware ESXi 5.0 [21] installed. The ESXi is a virtual machine monitor 
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(Type 1) used to partition a physical server so that the required number of virtual machines 

can run simultaneously and share the physical resources. The application called vSphere 

Client is used to configure and monitor virtual machines and the physical server. Five virtual 

machines were instantiated.  

Two virtual switches (vSwitch) were configured by using the VMware ESXi. A virtual 

switch is a logical, switch device that allows to connect virtual and physical networks. The 

instantiated virtual machines were configured to have two network interfaces and connected 

to the virtual switches. The physical network interfaces (VMNIC0 and VMNIC3) of the 

Jagiello workstation were connected to the virtual switches as well. As a consequence the 

virtual machines can access the following networks: 

– 10.159.252.0/24 – management network (20 IP addresses available for testing 

purposes)  

– 172.16.66.0/24 – internal network, provides access to the Internet (all IP addresses 

available for testing purposes) 

 

 

Table 5-2 Provisioned resources to virtual machines created by using VMware ESXi 

Parameter Value 

CPU Configured as 4 cores with Intel VT extension 

Memory Provisioned memory size: 4 GB 

Storage Provisioned storage size: 50 GB 

Network interfaces 2 network interfaces configured  (provide access to the Management 

and Internal networks) 

 

 

The provisioned resources of each virtual machine created by using the VMware ESXi 

application are given in Table 5-2.  

The virtual machines have Ubuntu Server 12.04 (Precise Pangolin) installed. The 

network configuration of the Test Workstation was different than other machines. 
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Figure 5-13 Virtual infrastructure implemented to test the system 

 

 

The Test Workstation has only one network interface which was connected to the 

Management Network by using the vSwitch0. Host-1 was set as a default gateway and it 

works as a proxy server to the Test Workstation. The final infrastructure was illustrated in 

Figure 5-13. Table 5-3 presents applications run by the instantiated virtual machines.   
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Table 5-3 Applications run by virtual machines created by using VMware ESXi 

VM name Applications 

Host-1 SQUID, GreasySpoon (the ICAP Transformation Script), ActiveMQ, 

Enricher 

Node-1 , Node-2 KVM and instantiated virtual machines 

Front-End The OpenNebula toolkit services and VMController 

Test workstation Firefox, wget and other applications used to test the system 

 

 

5.9 PRIVATE CLOUD CONFIGURATION  

The section presents configuration of the private cloud. The cloud was created by using the 

OpenNebula toolkit. Configuration of the front end and nodes is given in the section 5.9.1. 

The virtual machine image is described in the chapter 5.9.2. Virtual networks and 

contextualization of virtual machines is illustrated in the section 5.9.3. 

 

 

5.9.1 Front-end and nodes configuration 

The infrastructure used to create and manage the cloud was prepared as suggested in [9,22] it 

consists of a separate machine that runs the OpenNebula services (Front-End) and nodes 

which are used to instantiate virtual machines (Node-1, Node-2).  

The public and private RSA SSH keys were generated on the Front-End machine and 

the public key was copied to the nodes. As a result the default OpenNebula user (oneadmin) 

can access the nodes without entering the password. This is required by the OpenNebula 

daemons which monitor the hosts and copy virtual machines’ images. The OpenNebula 

services were configured to use the MySQL database instead of the SQLite which is used by 

default. 

The nodes were added as the OpenNebula hosts by using the onehost tool. It was 

assumed that KVM is used as a hypervisor and SSH is the transfer driver to copy virtual 

machine images from the Front-End. Required packages were installed (libvirt-bin, qemu-

kvm, ruby, bridge-utils), the oneadmin account was created and configured on the nodes. 

Configuration of virtual bridges was important in the design. The bridge is a device that 
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allows interconnection of network interfaces so that a network is created. The virtual bridge is 

a logical device that can be used to connect physical and virtual interfaces. As a consequence 

virtual machines instantiated on nodes can be connected to the networks accessible to the 

nodes. The feature was used to provide virtual machines with access to: 

– Management network – by bridging eth0 interface of the node machine with vnet0 

interfaces (tun devices [34] connected to the eth0) of virtual machines, it enables 

virtual machines to access the Storage Database on Host1 

– Internal network – by bridging eth1 interface of the node machine with vnet1 

interfaces (tun devices connected to the eth1) of virtual machines, it enables virtual 

machines to access the Internet 

 

The way how bridging mechanism was applied to nodes is illustrated in Figure 5-14. 

 

 

Figure 5-14 Bridging mechanism used by a node 

 

 

5.9.2 Virtual machine image and template 

In order to create virtual machines with the OpenNebula toolkit it is required to prepare a 

virtual machine image and add the image with the oneimage program. The image was made 
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by using the vm-builder [35] script. The script automates the process of building a Linux 

based virtual machine. The operating system of the virtual machine is JeOS which is a version 

of the Ubuntu Server operating system optimized to run in virtual environments. 

The vm-builder script should be run with parameters which describe the virtual 

machine to be built, for instance system distribution, architecture, hostname, additional 

packages that have to be installed etc. An example of the command to create a virtual machine 

with the vm-builder is given in Listing 5-4. 

 
 
  

sudo vmbuilder kvm ubuntu --suite precise --flavour virtual --arch   \ 
-o --libvirt qemu:///system --ip 10.159.252.70 --hostname vm --user maciek -- 
maciek --pass 123qwe --addpkg mysql-client --addpkg mysql-server 

 

Listing 5-4 The command to build a virtual machine image with the vm-builder script 

 

The image was created in QCOW2 format [36]. The file was converted to RAW 

format which is a default image format used by the OpenNebula.  

A virtual machine template file should be created to launch a virtual machine. The file 

should define parameters of the virtual machine to be instantiated. Listing 5-5 presents 

content of the file used in the system by the VMController application. The file defines the 

name of the machine (VM_1), capacity in terms of CPU (0.5 of a host processor) and memory 

(512 MB), virtual machine image (DISK parameter), network interfaces (NIC parameters) and  

networks to which they should be attached, RANK parameter which defines the factor that 

should be considered in selecting the most suitable host to instantiate a virtual machine. The 

FREECPU value means that the hosts with low CPU utilization are preferred. 

 

 
NAME = VM_1 
CPU = 0.5 
MEMORY = 512 
DISK = [ IMAGE_ID = 1 ] 
NIC = [ NETWORK_ID = 1 ] 
NIC = [ NETWORK_ID = 2 ] 
RANK = FREECPU 

 

Listing 5-5 Virtual machine template file used by the VMController application 
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5.9.3 Virtual networks and contextualization 

Virtual networks accessible to virtual machines should be defined in network templates. The 

network template defines the bridge or physical device of the node to which a virtual machine 

interface will be bounded and IP addresses (leases) that the network will contain.  

Network interfaces defined in the virtual machine template file (NIC section) of a 

virtual machine are automatically connected by the OpenNebula to the bridge or physical 

interface specified in a network template. The virtual machine obtains a lease in the process. 

The lease can be specified with a MAC address which should be assigned to the network 

interface which is illustrated in Listing 5-6. Hypervisors cannot configure network interfaces 

of virtual machines. The mechanism called contextualization is provided with the 

OpenNebula that allows to derive appropriate IP addresses based on the MAC addresses of 

the network interfaces. The operation is performed by the script vmcontext.sh which creates 

the interfaces (/etc/network/interfaces) and hosts (/etc/hosts) files. The script was modified to 

use specific routing settings of the environment and set as a startup script of the run-level 3. It 

was assumed that the octets 3-6 of the MAC address define IP address that should be set to a 

network interface, for instance the MAC address 00:0c:0a:9f:fc:46 defines the 10.159.252.70 

IP address. 

 

 

 
NAME = "MGMT Network" 
TYPE = FIXED 
BRIDGE = br0 
LEASES = [ IP=10.159.252.70, MAC=00:0c:0a:9f:fc:46 ] 
LEASES = [ IP=10.159.252.71, MAC=00:0c:0a:9f:fc:47 ] 
LEASES = [ IP=10.159.252.72, MAC=00:0c:0a:9f:fc:48 ] 
LEASES = [ IP=10.159.252.73, MAC=00:0c:0a:9f:fc:49 ] 
LEASES = [ IP=10.159.252.74, MAC=00:0c:0a:9f:fc:4a ] 
LEASES = [ IP=10.159.252.75, MAC=00:0c:0a:9f:fc:4b ] 
LEASES = [ IP=10.159.252.76, MAC=00:0c:0a:9f:fc:4c ] 
LEASES = [ IP=10.159.252.77, MAC=00:0c:0a:9f:fc:4d ] 
LEASES = [ IP=10.159.252.78, MAC=00:0c:0a:9f:fc:4e ] 
LEASES = [ IP=10.159.252.79, MAC=00:0c:0a:9f:fc:4f ] 
 

Listing 5-6 Virtual network template of the Management Network 
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5.10 TESTING 

The section presents selected test cases which prove that the system satisfies the functional 

requirements listed in the section 4.4. Tests related to the Classifier and VMController 

applications are discussed in the sections 5.10.1 and 5.10.2 respectively. The test case 

regarding the data flow is given in section 5.10.3. Problems that occurred during the tests are 

presented. 

 

 

5.10.1 Classifier test case 

The Classifier application was tested with training data which consists of fifty web pages 

from five different categories (ten web pages per category): business, medicine, sport, 

technology, politics. Results were obtained and verified for twenty-five web pages (five web 

pages per category) which were different than web pages used in the training process. The 

application provides information about current activities for instance results of calculated 

probabilities for each web page. An example of a piece of information printed to the standard 

output stream after classification process is given in Listing 5-7. 

 

 

 
[INFO] thread=1 classifying the web page 
 http://www.reghardware.com/2012/08/30/amazon_set_for_kindle_fire_successor/ 
[INFO] calculated probability value for the category business=4.526209683829417E-101 
[INFO] calculated probability value for the category sport=2.1302841628483196E-102 
[INFO] calculated probability value for the category medicine=2.7223428357618115E-116 
[INFO] calculated probability value for the category technology=3.315311237978957E-76 
[INFO] calculated probability value for the category politics=4.569516523097196E-84 
[INFO] the web page 
 http://www.reghardware.com/2012/08/30/amazon_set_for_kindle_fire_successor/ 
 has been classified as technology (category id: 4) 
 

Listing 5-7 Results of a web page classification printed to the standard output stream 
 

 

Figure 5-15 presents results of the performed classification processes. It can be 

observed that the classification process did not work very well for the training data set 

because only eleven out of twenty-five web pages were classified correctly. The training data 
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was mainly articles on specific subjects from news portals. The conclusion can be drawn that 

the web pages are not appropriate to be used as the training data because they have content 

which does not reflect the subject of the main article, for example links to other articles and 

their summaries. 

The HTML structure of such web pages is complex and scripts written in Javascript 

are used to generate content which can be a problem for the algorithm. The web pages related 

to a single subject should be used as the training data. The other solution to the problem is to 

implement the application so that the training data is provided in files which contain only text 

which should be processed by the algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 5-15 Obtained results of classification processes 

 

 

The case of the category “business” was investigated because all web pages that 

belong to the category were classified incorrectly. The web pages of the category were related 

to sales of mobile phones and processors, social media and a national bank. The categories 

which are more appropriate to the web pages (technology and politics) were chosen by the 

algorithm which is not as expected but correct.  

Number of web pages accessed is an interesting fact that was observed. Only five 

pages were used per category but opening of the pages resulted in even 70 web pages 

accessed. The results are given in Figure 5-16. This is not a desired effect because the other 

accessed web pages are usually advertisements and their content may be classified differently 

and provide incorrect information about categories interesting for clients. 
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Figure 5-16 Accessed web pages 

 

 

5.10.2 VMController test case 

The VMController application can allocate and suspend virtual machines based on the 

average CPU utilization of the running virtual machines. The functionality was tested by 

simulating a high number of requests made in a short time. The script TestWorkload was 

implemented in the bash for this purpose. The script contains 3310 web pages’ URLs and 

executes the wget application to access the web pages. It was assumed that the script should 

be executed on the Test Workstation so that the web pages URLs can be intercepted by the 

SQUID with GreasySpoon and stored in the ActiveMQ queue. The VMController should 

allocate initially a single virtual machine with the Classifier application and when the average 

CPU utilization during the process of classification exceeds the upper threshold a new virtual 

machine or even multiple of the machines are expected to be allocated. 

The VMController was run with the settings given in Listing 5-8. The parameter 

minimumVMNo (minimum number of running virtual machines) was set to 1 so that a single 

virtual machine is created initially. The configuration file defines number of CPU samples 

used to calculate the average CPU value equal to 10 and the sampling interval equal to 30 

seconds. The lower and upper threshold were set to 5% and 50% respectively.  
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samplesNo=10 
samplingInterval=30000 
minimumVMNo=1 
network1Id=19 
network2Id=20 
vmImage=25 
memory=512 
cpu=0.5 
upperThreshold=50 
lowerThreshold=5 
credentials=oneadmin:123qwe 
address=http://localhost:2633/RPC2 
 

Listing 5-8 Configuration file of the VMController application 
 

 

The TestWorkload script was run and the messages that contain web pages’ URLs 

were stored in the ActiveMQ queue. The VMController application was executed and a single 

virtual machine was allocated on the Node-1 which was as expected. The machine called 

VM_1 was booted and the Classifier application was run. The application created five threads 

that connected to the ActiveMQ queue. 

 

 

Figure 5-17 CPU utilization of a virtual machine used during the tests 

 

Average CPU utilization of the machine was high and till the end of processing all web 

pages stored in the ActiveMQ queue four additional virtual machines were allocated. CPU 

utilization of the VM_1 machine during the process is given in Figure 5-17. The graph was 

provided in the monitoring section of the Sunstone application. The peak values were equal to 

about 85-90%. The classification process was started at about 18:05 and finished at about 

19:10. CPU utilization of the virtual machine started to decrease after 19:10 but it was a 
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gradual process.  

The virtual machines were allocated when the load was high and suspended when the 

processing was finished which was expected. 

Listings 5-9 and 5-10 present information printed to the standard output stream by the 

VMController application when a virtual machine was allocated and suspended respectively 

during the test. 

 

 

 
[INFO] Performing monitoring activities 
VM 153: 30.0 37.0 43.0 48.0 52.0 55.0 58.0 61.0 63.0 65.0 
[INFO] Performing monitoring activities 
[INFO] Calculated Average CPU Utilization=51.2 
[INFO] High CPU utilization detected 
[INFO] Allocating a new VM. 
[INFO] The VM has been allocated (id=154) 
[INFO] Performing monitoring activities 
VM 153: 37.0 43.0 48.0 52.0 55.0 58.0 61.0 63.0 65.0 67.0 
[INFO] There are machines that have been run recently. 
 

Listing 5-9 Information printed by the VMController when a virtual machine is allocated 
 

 

 
[INFO] Performing monitoring activities 
VM 153: 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 
VM 157: 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
VM 156: 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
VM 155: 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 6.0 
VM 154: 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 
[INFO] Calculated Average CPU Utilization=9.9800005 
[INFO] Low CPU utilization detected. Suspending a VM. 
[INFO] Suspending VM 157 
[INFO] Suspending VM 157 has been successfully performed. 
 

Listing 5-10 Information printed by the VMController when a virtual machine is suspended 
 

 

5.10.3 Data flow test case 

The data flow was tested by accessing web pages with a web browser on the Test Workstation 

machine. The Classifier application executed by a virtual machine used the same training data 
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as discussed in the section 5.10.1. The accessed web pages belonged to the categories politics 

and technology because the best results were obtained for the categories and were mainly 

focused on elections in the USA and smartphones respectively. The Enricher application was 

rerun after accessing the web pages to reload the application cache (elements of the ads 

ConcurrentHashMap object discussed in section 5.6.1) from the Storage Database.  

The web pages accessed after reloading the Enricher application had an ad unit 

displayed. Examples are given in Figure 5-18 and 5-19. The advertisements that belong to the 

assumed categories were displayed. At least one of the web pages was incorrectly classified as 

sport.  

 

 

 

Figure 5-18 A web page with injected advertisements (source [42]) 

 

 

Figure 5-19 presents the side-effect which occurred on some web pages. The effect is 

caused by the fact that a single web page may consist of multiple frames which are 

independent web pages and are processed separately by the ICAP transformation script. As a 
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consequence accessing a single web page may result in accessing multiple other web pages 

which was observed and discussed in the section 5.10.1. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-19 The side-effect of displaying multiple advertisements (source [42]) 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 SUMMARY 

The system was implemented and meets functional and non-functional requirements. The 

solution can be considered as a proof of concept because the resources used to implement and 

test it were limited.  

The virtual machines created with the VMware ESXi and used to execute the 

applications were sufficient to test functionalities. However, in a production environment 

physical servers should be used instead. The performance measures should be investigated in 

more detail because it was not possible to make reliable tests related to performance using the 

environment and resources. Some elements of the system may be potential bottlenecks. Load 

balancing mechanisms should be considered in case of the SQUID and GreasySpoon 

instances. Tests should be made with multiple clients who would access web pages 

simultaneously.  

Some functionalities should be implemented in a more advanced manner, for example 

advertisements (the way how they are managed and displayed on web pages) and external 

data (the way how input data is provided and synchronized, for instance web pages used in the 

training process or predefined categories). 

The project design and implementation was an opportunity to learn virtualization and 

cloud computing concepts and investigate their importance. Modern information systems can 

benefit from using virtualization. Resources pooling and sharing can solve scalability 

problems which occur frequently and were taken into account in the system design. By 

applying virtualization the total cost of buying hardware can be reduced. Moreover, isolated 

virtual development environments can simulate target production environments and are useful 

for testing purposes. Integrated cloud computing solutions can provide centralized 

management of virtualized and physical resources.  

I got familiar with a variety of open source tools. SQUID and GreasySpoon worked 

very well and can be applied for many other purposes, for instance filtering out dangerous or 

inappropriate web content. The ActiveMQ provided a scalable and reliable way of sending 

and delivering messages. The OpenNebula toolkit enabled to create and maintain an 
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Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud with minimum effort. The OpenNebula API was found 

useful to implement applications to monitor resources utilization and automate processes 

related to management of virtual machines’ instances and physical hosts. 

The Bayes classifier was investigated. It was proved that there was a strong 

relationship between correctness of results and quality of the training data provided and used 

by the algorithm. 

 

 

6.2 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AND MODIFICATIONS 

There are many opportunities to develop and modify the system. The section presents some of 

the possibilities. 

The potential problem with web pages classification implemented in the system is 

related to the messages sent to the ActiveMQ queue. The messages contain URLs of web 

pages. The Classifier application downloads the web pages and analyze their content. This 

may not work properly because the web pages may be generated dynamically based on the 

data provided by the clients and stored on their computers, for example in HTTP cookies files. 

The ICAP Transformation Script may extract the body part of HTTP responses and store the 

data in the ActiveMQ queue. It would provide better results of content classification and 

would reduce network traffic. However, performance degradation should be considered and 

tested because the ICAP Transformation Script is a crucial application in the process. 

The way how training data is provided to the system may be modified. The goal would 

be to avoid using web pages because the solution is not reliable. Text files which contain only 

articles related to a specific category or keywords can be used instead as items. 

In the current system implementation each HTTP response is modified by the ICAP 

Transformation Script with the text based advertisements returned by the Enricher application. 

The applications establish connection by using sockets. This could be modified so that there 

would be no direct communication between the applications. The ICAP Transformation Script 

may modify HTTP responses by injecting a script written in Javascript. The script can be used 

to access an external server in order to download the advertisements which would not be 

processed by the ICAP Transformation Script. The server can use the data stored in the 

Storage Database and provide more advanced advertisements and some management 

functionalities. 

Some modifications can be made to the cloud infrastructure created with the 
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OpenNebula toolkit. The network file system can be implemented so that virtual machine 

images can be stored on the Front-End workstation and used directly by the nodes. The 

current configuration uses the SSH driver to copy the images which is time-consuming and 

requires storage. By using the QCOW2 format images which consume less space than RAW 

images the storage requirements could be even lower. 
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